The analysis, being overpredictive but simple and fast, was then applied to six other sabot models, as given in Figs. 9 and 10, to examine their relative lifting capability. These sabot models and dimensions were generated by the PRODAS code. These sabots are for both the 120- and 105-mm calibers, as provided in Table 2. Note that sabot model 3 has four petals instead of the more common three-petal design. All calculations were made at Mach 4.5 and the same conditions. The resulting front bourrelet normal force on each petal model is shown in Fig. 11. Sabot models and their corresponding normal forces are provided in Table 2. These predicted forces are to be considered overestimated, possibly by a factor of about 1.6 (based on the CFD results for model 1). An actual test is recommended to be made to provide a validity for the CFD results as well. Meanwhile, the comparative results for the different sabot configurations provide some insight about the relative effectiveness of different front bourrelet designs in producing lift.

Conclusions

Aerodynamic lifting force on a closed, three-petal sabot configuration mounted on its host projectile is analyzed. The modified Newtonian theorem was used to estimate a first-order value for the lifting force on the front bourrelet (during flight in close proximity of the muzzle). CFD calculations were made, and the result suggests that the estimate obtained by the Newtonian method overpredicted the CFD value by a factor of 1.6. The present investigation provides new insight about the aerodynamic forces on the sabot, their relative magnitudes, and the role of the drag force in the sabot opening motion. The modified Newtonian method is applied to a multitude of different sabot models for 120 and 105 mm calibers, to provide comparative values for the front bourrelet lifting force.

The following conclusions are supported by the results obtained for the two-bourrelet, three-petal closed sabot configuration mounted on its host projectile. The conclusions apply to a completely closed sabot, which occurs only during the first few meters from the muzzle. First, the front bourrelet generates a lifting force (upward), but the total normal force on the petal may still be downward. Second, the drag force on the sabot petal studied was about seven times the value of the net normal force, for the configuration considered. Third, the drag force on a petal is a major contributor to the lifting up of the sabot front end, in the initial opening stage. Fourth, anatomy of the drag on the sabot is given, indicating that the front cup contributed 87% of the total drag, whereas the second contributed 11%. Note that the outer ring of the front cup contributes 30% of the total sabot drag. Fifth, the modified Newtonian theorem overestimated the CFD value by a factor of about 1.6 for the current sabot configuration at Mach 4.5. Use of such a method must be accompanied with that realization.
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Introduction

A TMOSPHERIC reentry presents challenges in several domains of engineering and science, being one of the principal research fields in space technology. To provide an environment to design control laws for reentry vehicles, Delft University of Technology (TuDelft) is developing a simulation tool for atmospheric reentry. The simulation tool is called general simulator for atmospheric reentry dynamics (GESARED) and was implemented in MATLAB®/SIMULINK. The simulation tool is meant to work on a personal computer. GESARED was initially developed to be the
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design and test bed for guidance, navigation, and control (GN&C) systems for representative reentry vehicles. Its primary goal was to be the open-loop plant for guidance simulation, to be closed by a GN&C algorithm. In this Note, focus is given to the modeling of the lifting body reentry vehicle (LBRV) and the atmospheric reentry capsule (ARC), but models of other reentry vehicles are also discussed. Currently GESARED is the simulation environment used in the design of GN&C systems for the LBRV and the ARC. The entry phase in Earth’s atmosphere corresponds to an altitude range from 120 km to nearly zero. This phase is characterized by large variations of environmental conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to have realistic models of the environment. Because of large variations of atmospheric conditions and aerodynamic angles, the model of the vehicle’s aerodynamics has major importance. The main objective is the design of control laws, and thus the models of the sensors and actuators should also be realistic, in order to obtain a reliable overall performance evaluation of the closed-loop system.

### Entry Dynamics

The planetary entry motion is modeled as of six degrees of freedom (DOF), where uncoupled translational and angular motions are considered. The translational motion represents the point-mass trajectory motion. The generic kinematics and dynamics equations that describe this motion are

\[ F_i = m \frac{d^2 r_{cm}}{dt^2}, \quad V = \frac{dr_{cm}}{dt} \]

in which \( F_i \) denotes external force, \( r_{cm} \) denotes the position vector, \( m \) is the vehicle mass, and \( V \) denotes the velocity vector in the inertial frame. The choice of the coordinate system is of major importance because it will influence the effectiveness of the simulation tool. The objective is to have a minimum number of constraints and maximum generality, while avoiding unneeded complexity of equations. Therefore velocity is expressed in Cartesian coordinates of altitude, longitude, and distance toward the Earth’s center. The resulting equations of translational motion comprise three equations for velocity and three more for position, the external force vector components \( F_x, F_y, \) and \( F_z \) being expressed in the vertical frame. The only singularity of these equations of translational motion is when the latitude is \( \pm \pi/2 \). The consequence of this singularity is a constraint in the simulation tool of polar reentry trajectories. As such trajectories are very uncommon, this is not thought to limit the versatility of the tool in practice. The forces acting on the vehicle are the aerodynamic forces, the gravity force and the thrust force, resulting in the total external force \( F_i \). The aerodynamic and thrust forces are computed from both the vehicle and the environment models, given a specific flight condition. The gravity force is computed from the environment model, given the mass and the altitude of the vehicle.

The angular motion represents the rigid-body attitude motion. This motion is described by the following equations:

\[ M_\theta = \frac{dH}{dt}, \quad \omega = \frac{d\theta}{dt} \]

in which \( M_\theta \) denotes an external moment, \( H \) is the angular momentum, \( \omega \) is the angular velocity vector, and \( \theta \) is the attitude vector. Once again, it is necessary to choose the reference frames in which the attitude rates and attitude position are expressed. The angular velocities are conveniently expressed in the vehicle’s body-fixed reference frame, represented by the common notation of \( p, q, \) and \( r \). The attitude position is chosen in order to avoid singularities. If the Eulerian attitude angles of roll, pitch, and yaw are used, there will be a singularity whenever one particular angle is \( \pm \pi/2 \), depending on the order of rotation. This constraint might be unacceptable when dealing with planetary entries in general, and therefore a four-element quaternion is used instead. The external moments acting on the vehicle are the aerodynamic moments and the moments resulting from the activation of the thrusters. The resulting equations for angular motion \( \omega \) comprise three equations for angular rates and four for the attitude quaternion, where the external moment (vector \( M_\rho \), \( M_\theta \), \( M_\varphi \)) is expressed in the body-fixed reference frame.

### Environment Modeling

The environment included in the simulation tool is that of the Earth. The model of the environment comprises three submodels: atmosphere, planet shape, and gravity. Two different models were used to simulate the atmosphere: the standard atmosphere of 1962 and the global reference atmospheric model of 1999 (GRAM-99). The standard atmosphere of 1962 assumes the division of the atmosphere into 11 layers and linear variation of temperature with altitude. The GRAM-99 is a model of spherical Earth (an assumption used only for the atmospheric computations), the relations between pressure, density, and altitude can be extrapolated. This model lacks accuracy, but it is simple and allows fast computations. GRAM-99, an empirical model of NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, is accurate, but because of its complexity and detail calculations with this model are relatively slow. The Earth shape model is used in the computation of altitude given the distance toward the Earth’s center. The model used in GESARED considers the Earth as a three-dimensional figure obtained from the rotation of an ellipse over its small axis. The Earth gravitation field model implemented in GESARED uses the constants from the world geodetic system of 1984 (WGS-84) and the Jeffery constants until \( J_2 \). Consequently the gravity force is dependent not only on altitude but also on latitude. The gravity model provides adequate accuracy.

### Lifting Body Reentry Vehicle

The LBRV is a conceptual small reentry vehicle, based on a real-world example. The vehicle creates lift by flying at high angles of attack. The model of the spacecraft is implemented in MATLAB®/SIMULINK and consists of three models: aerodynamics, sensors, and actuators. The available aerodynamic database is nonlinear, and it is presented in the form of look-up tables. These tables were generated merging results from computational fluid dynamics (CFD) with results from wind-tunnel tests. The aerodynamic computations are divided in two speed regions: subsonic/supersonic (Mach number \( \leq 4.6 \)) and hypersonic (Mach number \( \geq 4 \)). The aerodynamic coefficients for Mach numbers between 4 and 4.6 are computed using a “bridging” function. The resulting subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are presented depending on the control surface deflections, aerodynamic angles, angular rates, Mach number, Knudsen number, air density, and air temperature.

The LBRV has two types of sensors that are used in the reentry phase: the flush air data system (FADS) and the space-integrated global positioning system–inertial navigation system (SIGI). The FADS measures the flow velocity, angle of attack, and angle of sideslip. This sensor is representative of a state-of-the-art sensor system, developed for advanced airplanes flying in extreme conditions. The sensor consists of a parabolic probe that is mounted on the nose of the spacecraft and a flight air data computer. The probe has several holes, connected to pressure transducers. The relation between the real pressure and the measured pressure is modeled as a second-order transfer function. The relation between pressure measurements and velocity, angle of attack and angle of sideslip is highly nonlinear, and can be solved using estimation algorithms; in this case we used the least-squares algorithm. The model used for the FADS was a TUDelft model developed for the Eurofighter. The SIGI provides three navigation solutions: inertial navigation, global positioning system (GPS) navigation, and combined GPS inertial navigation. The choice of the solution used depends on the flight phase. During the blackout phase (ranging from 70 to 30 km), GPS is not available, and the inertial solution is used. In the rest of the flight, the combined solution is used. Two kinds of actuators are available during reentry: aerodynamic surfaces and reaction control system (RCS). The vehicle has two types of control surfaces, that is, flaps (left and right) and elevons (left and right). The surfaces are driven independently by using electromechanical actuators. Actuator dynamics are represented by second-order transfer functions. The RCS is a pressure gas system, located on the lower part of 22 cold-gas thrusters. Sixteen thrusters are located in the aft portion of the spacecraft, and the other six are located in the nose of the spacecraft.
Atmospheric Reentry Capsule

The ARC is an Apollo-like shape guided unmanned capsule, whose objective is to demonstrate GN&C technology. The ARC’s first flight was successfully completed in 1998 and consisted of launch, suborbital ballistic flight, reentry, and descent. For the reentry phase the modeling of the vehicle was divided in three parts: aerodynamics, sensors, and actuators.

The navigation system provides velocity and position information to the guidance and control systems to allow a landing accuracy of at least 100 km. The navigation system comprises two sensors: a strapdown inertial measuring unit (IMU) and a GPS receiver. The IMU outputs the position vector, the absolute velocity vector, and the spacecraft attitude. The GPS receiver, used to update the IMU measurements, outputs position (altitude, longitude, and latitude) and relative velocity (north, west, vertical) referenced to the WGS 84 geoid. In case of GPS failure or during blackout phase, the derived altitude (DDA) is used instead. The DDA is a means of estimating the altitude by combining the measurements of aerodynamic (or non-gravitational) accelerations, aerodynamic and atmospheric models. The measurement accuracy is bounded by 176 and 400 m for position, whereas velocity is bounded by 2 and 2.5 m/s.

The aerodynamic database was obtained via CFD and is divided into five groups according to the flow regime: the continuum and the free molecular. To ensure a smooth transition from free molecular to continuum flow, a bridging function is used. The flow regime depends on the Knudsen number, which represents the rarefaction of the atmosphere. The aerodynamic tables only provide coefficients for the longitudinal motion. However, because the vehicle has an axis-symmetric shape the data tables can be considered valid for a total angle of attack, that is, the angle between the longitudinal body axis $X_B$ and the velocity. Thus, from any combination of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ three angles can be computed (one of them being the total angle of attack), with which a total lift force can be determined. This force will then be decomposed into “pure lift” ($X_B Z_B$ plane) and “side force” ($X_B Y_B$ plane). The ARC is maneuvered and stabilized by means of an RCS. The RCS for the ARC is composed of seven hydrazine thrusters positioned to generate pure moments in the three axes.

Software Validation

The validation of GESARED was performed in a stepwise approach. First, the aerodynamic, sensor, actuator, and environment models of both vehicles were separately tested, as well as the equations of motion. After successfully validating all individual GESARED blocks, we performed tests to the complete simulation tool. Thus, with the two different vehicles implemented and making use of three-DOF simulated trajectory for the LBRV and six-DOF flight trajectory for the ARC, we have data to run complementary tests not only to validate GESARED but also to allow the identification of the discrepancy sources.

The validation of GESARED with the LBRV model in the loop was performed by means of comparison between open-loop simulation results and a reference reentry trajectory. The reference trajectory was computed by the commercial validated software package for reentry trajectory optimization ASTOS, which generates an optimal drag acceleration vs. velocity profile that respects the boundary constraints (maximum heat flux, dynamic pressure, and normal load). To perform the test, a simplified GESARED setup was implemented, consisting of the model of translational motion, the LBRV models, and the environment models. The inputs of the system were the initial state and the time history of the aerodynamic angles (angle of attack, sideslip angle, and bank angle) from the reference trajectory. These inputs were fed to the aerodynamic database implementation, and the resulting lift and drag forces, summed with the gravitational force obtained from the Earth model, were inserted into the equations of translational motion. The GESARED outputs (altitude, latitude, longitude, flight-path speed, azimuth and flight-path angles) were compared with the corresponding ones from the reference trajectory. The comparison was satisfactory, and thus GESARED’s three-DOF translational motion model and the LBRV models (sensors, actuators, and aerodynamic database) were validated. Furthermore, the atmospheric and gravitational models were also validated.
earlier test configuration. In this case the inputs of the system were the initial state at entry interface and the angular rates flight history. (There is no thrust activity data from flight.) Thus, the system state at a given instant results from the state history since the beginning of simulation. This simulator configuration is more precise because the atmospheric model is in the loop. The test allows evaluation of the ARC models and validation of GESARED. Moreover, this test can also be used for postflight analysis, and the results obtained were compared with flight data. It can be concluded that there is an increase in error, mainly resulting from error propagation. Figure 1 shows the results of both tests, compared with the real flight data. Although errors are negligible in the beginning of the simulation, they increase toward the end, being more significant for the second test configuration. The justification for this error lies in the aerodynamic database (both simulations) and in the error accumulation (second simulation). Because in the last part of the simulation the total velocity decreases, the relative importance of forces increase, making the discrepancies between real and predicted aerodynamics more visible. These results are considered satisfactory as GESARED six-DOF simulations using attitude as reference trajectory are shown to closely match real flight measurements.

Conclusions

A new reentry simulation tool, GESARED, was implemented in the MATLAB\textsuperscript{®}/SIMULINK environment. The primary objective of this simulator is to be used as a design environment of GN&C systems for reentry vehicles. As a test bed, GESARED is also designed to facilitate performance evaluations against requirements in both nominal and off-nominal conditions, allowing the entire GN&C system development process to be condensed in one tool based on a compatible, versatile, and easy-to-use environment. Moreover, GESARED is also designed to make open-loop simulations possible for model verification or postflight analysis. GESARED, more than using the potentialities of the simulation environment, has itself an open structure, allowing extensibility and model modifications. The versatility is exemplified in the set of reentry vehicles (such as the LBRV or the ARC) that can be simulated using GESARED. In addition, other entry environments (such as Mars or Titan) can be simulated.

The validation of GESARED was performed by comparing simulation results with real flight data (for the ARC) and precomputed reentry trajectory (for the LBRV). The comparison between simulation results with the LBRV models in the loop and a reference trajectory allowed the validation of the three-DOF translational motion model, the atmospheric model, the Earth model, and the LBRV models. Comparison with ARC flight data allowed widespread validation, in the sense that it was possible to compare this data with the aerodynamic model of the ARC, the environment models, and the six-DOF motion models. Thus, combining the three tests performed (two with the ARC model and another with the LBRV model) it was possible to fully validate GESARED and perform the ARC postflight analysis. From the second test with the ARC model in the loop, it can be concluded that there is a noticeable mismatch between the aerodynamic model and the real vehicle. The two ARC software validation tests gave insight on the importance of error accumulation in a process as reentry, characterized by large duration and significant variation of both environment and flight conditions. Flight controller design and postflight analysis for two representative reentry vehicles were successfully conducted using the simulation tool discussed in this paper. GESARED also shows potentials in GN&C design and analysis for different reentry vehicles and missions.
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Introduction

This Note is based on presentations\textsuperscript{1,2} at the past two conferences of the Mars Society. Several successive large vehicles must land in an attempt to establish the first human outpost. A single descent engine, as in the lunar module, is not under consideration because it would not provide enough reverse thrust to slow the vehicle and it would cause balance problems during landing. It was stated that, if one of the even number of engines fails while landing, the opposite engine would have to be shut off to maintain vehicle balance. The need to shut off the opposite engine presents a unique reliability problem, not readily found in the literature. Two new engine configurations are considered: a balanced four-engine (BFE) vehicle and a larger, balanced six-engine (BSE) vehicle. Figures 1 and 2 show these configurations, respectively. Both vehicles can land as long as each experiences at most one engine pair unavailability. (One engine fails, and the opposite engine is shut off.) The problem, at first, appears to be that of classic $k$-out-of-$n$ (Ref. 3) reliability structure where any (random) $k$ of the $n$ ($k \leq n$) engines are sufficient, but this is not the case in the new problem. In fact, this problem has never been discussed in the literature before. These systems were proposed\textsuperscript{2} as theoretical future powered vehicles, but they resemble Delta Clipper (or DC-X) vehicle. Visual inspection\textsuperscript{2} shows four symmetrical thrust sources or engines. It appears that DC-X vehicle is relevant, and it should help to frame the state of the art. The purpose of this Note is not to perform reliability analysis of DC-X or another similar vehicle. The purpose is to provide reliability tools that can be used in making risk or probability statements on the performance of these new reliability structures, which can be used in determining the overall reliability of a large descent (or ascent) vehicle.

Problem Description and Solution

Discrete Random Variable Approach

Each engine’s performance is actually a random variable. A discrete random variable is suitable if the consideration is whether an
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